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This presentation (and any accompanying verbal presentation) (the “Presentation”) has been prepared by Mkango Resources Ltd. (the “Company” or “Mkango”)
solely for its use at informational meetings relating to it. It does not comprise an admission document, listing particulars or a prospectus relating to the Company and
the information contained in, and communicated to you during, this Presentation does not constitute or form part of any offer for sale or solicitation of any offer to
buy or subscribe for any securities nor shall it or any part of it form the basis of or be relied on in connection with, or act as any inducement to enter into, any
contract or commitment whatsoever. This Presentation is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an advertisement or a public offering of the
securities referred to in this document. This Presentation is for informational purposes only and may not be used for any other purposes.
No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made or given by or on behalf of the Company nor its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, advisors or
employees of any such entities as to the completeness, accuracy, reliability or fairness of the information or opinions contained in this Presentation and to the extent
permitted by law no responsibility or liability is accepted by any person for any loss howsoever arising, directly or indirectly, from any use of this Presentation or such
information or opinions contained herein or any revision thereof, or otherwise arising in connection herewith.. Certain figures contained in this Presentation,
including financial information, have been subject to rounding adjustments.
The information set out herein may be subject to updating, completion, revision and amendment and such information may change materially. In furnishing this
Presentation, the Company does not undertake or agree to any obligation to provide the attendees with access to any additional information or to update this
Presentation or to correct any inaccuracies in, or omissions from, this Presentation that may become apparent. This Presentation has not been independently verified
and some of the information is still in preliminary or draft form. The information and opinions contained in this Presentation are provided as at the date of this
Presentation. The contents of this Presentation are not to be construed as legal, financial or tax advice and this Presentation does not constitute a recommendation
regarding the securities of the Company. Each prospective investor should contact his, her or its own legal adviser, independent financial adviser or tax adviser for
legal, financial or tax advice. Past performance of the Company or its shares cannot be relied on as a guide to future performance.
Scientific and technical information contained in this presentation including sampling, analytical, and test data underlying the information has been approved and
verified by Dr. Scott Swinden PGeo of Swinden Geoscience Consultants Ltd who is a “Qualified Person” in accordance with National Instrument 43-101 – Standards of
Disclosure for Mineral Projects (“NI 43-101”). Scientific and technical information contained in this presentation relating to the mineral resource estimate has been
approved and verified by Jeremy Witley Pr. Sci Nat of The MSA Group Pty Ltd, who is a “Qualified Person” in accordance with NI 43-101. The Qualified Persons
referred to above are independent of the Company. An NI 43-101 Technical Report supporting the results of the definitive feasibility study for the Songwe Hill Rare
Earths Project (“Songwe” or the “Project”) in Malawi is being prepared by SENET, a DRA global company, under the guidance of Mr. Nick Dempers, who is a “Qualified
Person” in accordance with NI 43-101, and is expected to be filed on the Company’s profile on SEDAR by August 18, 2022.
Any statements contained herein that are not statements of historical facts may be deemed to be forward-looking statements or forward-looking information (within
the meaning of Canadian securities legislation and, collectively, “forward-looking statements”). Forward-looking statements are often, but not always, identified by
the use of words such as “anticipate”, “believes”, “budget”, “continue”, “could”, “estimate”, “forecast”, “intends”, “may”, “plan”, “predicts”, “projects”, “should”,
“will” and other similar expressions. All estimates and statements that describe the Company’s future, goals, or objectives, including management’s assessment of
future plans and operations, including without limitation statements related to significant potential to unlock additional value via integration with Pulawy separation
project in Poland; the highlights of the Songwe feasibility study; potential rise in EV sales; increase demand for rare earths used in EV traction motors; future global
magnet rare earth oxide consumption; expected annual NdFeB and NdPr Oxide shortages; future production; constitute forward-looking statements.
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By their nature, forward-looking statements are subject to numerous risks and uncertainties, some of which are beyond Mkango’s control, including the impact of
COVID-19, general economic conditions, industry conditions, volatility of commodity prices, currency fluctuations, imprecision of reserve estimates, environmental
risks, changes in environmental, tax and royalty legislation, competition from other industry participants, the lack of availability of qualified personnel or
management, stock market volatility, and ability to access sufficient capital from internal and external sources and those risk factors identified in the Company’s
publicly filed disclosure documents available at www.sedar.com.
Readers are cautioned that the assumptions used in the preparation of such information, although considered reasonable at the time of preparation, may prove to
be imprecise and, as such, undue reliance should not be placed on forward-looking statements. Mkango’s actual results, performance or achievement could differ
materially from those expressed in, or implied by, these forward-looking statements. Mkango disclaims any intention or obligation to update or revise any forward-
looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, except as required by law. Nothing in this Presentation or in documents
referred to in it is intended to be, nor should it be construed as, a profit forecast or profit estimate and Mkango’s forward-looking statements are expressly qualified
in their entirety by this cautionary statement.
To the extent any forward-looking statements in this document constitutes "future-oriented financial information" or "financial outlooks" within the meaning of
applicable securities laws (collectively, “FOFI”), such information is being provided to demonstrate the Company’s internal projections and the reader is cautioned
that this information may not be appropriate for any other purpose and the reader should not place undue reliance on such FOFI. FOFI, as with forward-looking
statements generally, are, without limitation, based on the assumptions and subject to the risks set out above. The Company’s actual financial position and results of
operations may differ materially from management's current expectations and, as a result, the Company’s revenue and profitability may differ materially from the
revenue and profitability profiles provided in this Presentation. Such information is presented for illustrative purposes only and may not be an indication of the
Company’s actual financial position or results of operations.
Certain information contained in the Presentation includes market and industry data that has been obtained from or is based upon estimates derived from third
party sources, including industry publications, reports and websites. Third party sources may state that the information contained therein has been obtained from
sources believed to be reliable, but there is no assurance or guarantee as to the accuracy or completeness of included data. Although the data is believed to be
reliable, neither the Company nor its agents have independently verified the accuracy, currency, reliability or completeness of any of the information from third
party sources referred to in this Presentation or ascertained from the underlying economic assumptions relied upon by such sources. The Company and its agents
hereby disclaim any responsibility or liability whatsoever in respect of any third-party sources of market and industry data or information.
The content of this Presentation has not been approved by an authorised person within the meaning of the United Kingdom Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
(“FSMA”). The delivery or distribution of this Presentation in or to persons in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law and persons into whose possession this
Presentation comes should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of
the laws of the relevant jurisdiction and the Company does not accept any responsibility for contravention of any legal restrictions in such jurisdiction. The
Company's securities have not been, and will not be, registered under the applicable securities laws of Australia, New Zealand, the Republic of South Africa or Japan,
or under the US Securities Act of 1933, as amended and will not be offered to the public in the United States. You understand and acknowledge that no prospectus
has been prepared or filed with any securities commission or similar regulatory authority in Canada, and that no securities commission or similar regulatory
authority in Canada has made any finding or determination as to the merit for investment in, or made any recommendation or endorsement with respect to, the
Company.
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Mkango Overview

Mkango – Dual-listed Canadian company 
(TSXV/AIM:MKA)

Integrated ‘Mine, Refine, Recycle’ strategy 
to produce both sustainably-mined and 
recycled rare earths

3 Year Share Price (AIM)

Major Shareholders

Noble / Talaxis 32.4 .%

RESOC 7.5  %

Mr Stewart Newton 5.2 %

Mr Michael Geoghegan 4.0 %

Leominex 3.9 %

Mr Derek Linfield 3.7 %

Site visits to Songwe with major commercial 
and development banks completed in June 
2022

Share Price (15/7): £0.19 / C$0.29

Shares Outstanding: ~215.2m

Market Cap (15/7): £40.9m / C$62.4m

Feasibility study and full ESHIA completed for 
Songwe Hill Rare Earths project in Malawi –
NPV US$559m, IRR 31.5%, Capex US$311m

Significant potential to unlock additional 
value via integration with Pulawy separation 
project in Poland – next step Pulawy DFS

Early mover advantage in rare earth magnet 
recycling via 42% interest in HyProMag
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Integrated Mine, Refine, Recycle Strategy

42%

MaginitoMkango 
Polska

Mkango RE 
UK

80%

SCREAM 
Recycling

REEsilience
Recycling

Pulawy
Separation

Recycle

Long loop 
magnet 
recycling via 
chemical route

Tyseley pilot 
plant – 2022/23

Pulawy Separation 
Project 

Targeting production 
of separated Nd/Pr
oxides and Dy/Tb in 
SEGH carbonate  

Short loop 
magnet 
recycling in UK 
& Germany

UoB pilot 
plant – 2022
Tyseley demo 
plant - 2023

Lancaster 
Exploration

MKA 
Exploration

Songwe 
Project

Malawi 
Exploration

Songwe feasibility study 
US$559m, IRR 31.5%

Targeting 5,954tpy TREO in 
mixed rare earth carbonate 
(MREC) - 2025

Mine Refine

Upstream Downstream

100%100%1 100%

1. Under the Mines and Minerals Act of Malawi, the Government of Malawi is entitled to a 10% free carried interest in the Songwe project.

Nkalonje (REE)
Mchinji (rutile) 
Thambani (U)
Chimimbe (Ni) 
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Board and Management

William Dawes - CEO & Co-founder 
• BSc Geology, MSc Mineral Exploration
• 30 year’s experience in exploration, business 

development, investment banking
• Prior experience at Rio Tinto, Robert Fleming, Chase 

Manhattan and JP Morgan

Alexander Lemon - President & Co-founder
• BSc Geological Sciences, MSc Mineral Exploration, 
• 30 year’s experience in exploration, business 

development, operations management
• Prior experience Allied Commercial, Consolidated 

Contractors Company

Derek Linfield, Non Executive Chairman
• Former Managing Partner of Stikeman Elliott (London) LLP, >18 years experience in London with African mining and oil & gas 

sectors, NED of Cornish Lithium

Susan Muir, NED 
• Over 30 years Investor Relations experience in the mining sector and in capital markets. Formerly Vice President, IR, at Barrick 

Gold

Shaun Treacy, NED
• Strategic and Financial Adviser, 30 years’ experience in corporate finance and investment banking. Former MD of J.P. Morgan, 

Lehman Brothers, Nomura and UBS. Associate of the Institute of Chartered Accountants. Member of the Australian Institute of 
Company Directors. Bachelor of Commerce. Graduate Diploma of Applied Finance & Investment

Technically-led Executive Team>12 year track record in Malawi
Longstanding relationships with Government Experienced Management Team

Steve Motteram, NED
• Head of Corporate Development Noble Group Holdings, 25 years’ experience in financial institutions, trading houses, project 

development, commodities trading, M&A, corporate restructuring. BSc in Agricultural Science Hons and MBA from the 
Melbourne Business School and Ivey Business School. Member of CPA Australia and Member of the Australian Institute of 
Company Directors.
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Songwe Feasibility Study

 One of the very few rare earths projects globally to have reached the feasibility stage
• NPV US$559 million, IRR 31.5% for stand-alone Songwe project in Malawi
• Initial Capex of US$277 million (excluding a US$34 million contingency)
• NPV excludes impact of pending Mine Development Agreement
• Also excludes Pulawy Separation project, recycling businesses, Malawi exploration

 Full Environmental, Social, Health Impact Assessment (ESHIA) completed in compliance with
IFC Performance Standards

 Global Industry Standards for Tailings Management (2020) (GISTM) adopted for design and
management of the tailings storage facility

 Long operating life of 18 years producing a mixed rare earth carbonate (MREC) grading 55%
total rare earth oxides (TREO) to feed the Pulawy Separation project in Poland
• first 5 years production averaging 5,954 tonnes per year (TREO) in MREC generating

US$215 million per year EBITDA
• includes 1,953 tonnes per year of neodymium & praseodymium oxides, and 56 tonnes

per year of dysprosium & terbium oxides, critical for permanent magnets used in
electric vehicles, wind turbines and many electronic devices

 Next steps include Project optimisation to reduce costs, which have been negatively
impacted by current market dislocations - potential to reduce costs as markets stabilise
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Most important rare earths used in an electric vehicle (EV) are neodymium and 
praseodymium (NdPr) – used in a permanent magnet electric motor

Rare Earths Critical for EV Growth

>90% of EVs use 
rare earth 

permanent 
magnet motors 

Each permanent 
magnet motor 

uses 0.7kg NdPr

Source: Adamas Intelligence

Rapid rise in EV sales to fuel rapid increase in demand for rare earths 
used in EV traction motors



Growing Offshore Wind Demand

Very few advanced stage rare earths projects positioned to meet the 
demand growth from electric vehicles and wind power
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Adamas Intelligence Analysis (2022)
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Market for Magnet Rare Earth Oxides to Increase Three-Fold by 2035: With total magnet 
rare earth oxide demand forecasted to increase at a CAGR of 8.3% and prices projected to 
increase at CAGRs of 3.2% to 3.7% over the same period, Adamas Intelligence forecasts that 
the value of global magnet rare earth oxide consumption will triple by 2035, from US $15.1 
billion this year to US $46.2 billion by 2035

Annual NdFeB Shortages of 206,000 Tonnes Expected by 2035: Constrained by an expected 
under-supply of neodymium, praseodymium, dysprosium and terbium oxide from 2022 
onward, Adamas Intelligence forecasts that global shortages of NdFeB alloys and powders will 
amount to 66,000 tonnes annually by 2030 and 206,000 tonnes annually by 2035 – nearly 
one-third of the total market

Annual NdPr Oxide Shortages of 68,000 Tonnes Expected by 2035: Constrained by a lack of 
new primary and secondary supply sources coming to market from 2022 onward, coupled 
with the inability of existing producers to steadily increase output at the rate of demand 
growth, we forecast that global shortages of neodymium, praseodymium and didymium 
oxide (or oxide equivalents) will collectively rise to 21,000 tonnes annually by 2030 and 
68,000 tonnes by 2035 – an amount roughly equal to China’s total production last year.

Adamas Intelligence forecasts NdPr oxide shortages of 21,000 tpy by 
2030 – Mkango will produce circa 2,000 tpy NdPr oxides
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Songwe Hill Rare Earths Deposit

Broad zones of carbonatite hosted mineralisation 
Fluorocarbonate dominant rare earth mineralogy 

Initial Mkango drilling programmes in 
2011 and 2012

first resource report prepared in 
compliance with NI 43-101 

60% increase in Measured and 
Indicated Resources

2019 in-fill and step-out drilling programme

Pre-feasibility Study completed in 2015

Definitive Feasibility Study (DFS) completed in 
July 2022, with lead engineers, SENET (a DRA 
Global Group Company)
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Songwe Feasibility Study   
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Flotation piloting 
completed 
February 2021

Hydrometallurgy 
piloting 
completed 
December 2021

Carester has 
assessed the 
carbonate quality 
for the purposes 
of separation

Piloting produced 
a carbonate 
grading 55% TREO 
with NdPr oxides 
comprising 31%

Feasibility study is a culmination of significant mineralogy, 
bench scale test work and piloting completed since project 
inception in 2010 

Hydrometallurgical flow sheet developed and piloted (6 campaigns) 

Full ESHIA 
submitted to 
Govt of Malawi

MDA discussions 
ongoing
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Songwe Feasibility Study Results

 NPV US$559m and IRR 31.5% for 100% of 
Songwe stand-alone project with long operating 
life of 18 years 

 CAPEX US$311m and OPEX US$25.3/kg TREO for 
first 5 years, US$30.1/kg over life of operation

 Current basket value US$42/kg TREO (after 27% 
discount) increasing to US$61/kg in 2022 and 
US$75/kg in 2035 based on Adamas Intelligence 
forecasts

 Production averaging 5,954tpy TREO in mixed 
rare earth carbonate for the first 5 years, 
including 1,953tpy Nd/Pr oxides & 56tpy Dy/Tb 
oxides

Description Capex 
US$ 

General & Plantwide 142,213,481  

Comminution/flotation 31,080,700  
Hydromet 29,982,690  
Spares 5,631,256  
Mobile Plant & Equipment 4,700,389  
Generator Plant 6,289,904  
PV Solar Plant 24,359,308  
Construction Camp 4,102,486  
TSF Phase 1 and RWD 33,645,596  
Mining Pre-Production 16,068,576  
Other 13,083,357  
Total Capex 311,157,744  

 

Financial  
Evaluation 

Nominal  
Discount 

Rate 
(%) 

 Adamas Intelligence 
Base Case 

Post-tax NPV  
(US$million) 

Adamas Intelligence 
Upside Case 
Post-tax NPV  
(US$million) 

Adamas Intelligence 
Downside Case 
Post-tax NPV  
(US$million) 

  8.0  719.3 1,007.2 431.6 
Base Case 10.0  559.0 801.4 316.5 

  12.0  435.0 641.1 228.5 

           
Nominal Internal Rate of Return 31.47% 39.20% 22.70% 

Real Internal Rate of Return 28.26% 35.80% 19.71% 
1 As at July 1, 2022 

 

Description US$/kg TREO 
Mining 4.8 
Milling and Flotation 7.9 
Hydrometallurgical Plant 10.8 
G&A and Other 1.8 
Total Opex 25.3 

 

Full details of Feasibility Study in Press Release: 
https://www.mkango.ca/news/mkango-announces-
results-of-definitive-feasibility-study -for-the-
songwe-hill-rare-earths-project-in-Malawi-npv-of-
us-559.0/
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Songwe Feasibility Study Results

Summary of Mining and Processing Inputs and Results – Average over First Full 5 years1

Production of 5,954tpy rare earth oxides in MREC including 
1,953tpy Nd/Pr oxides and 56tpy Dy/Tb oxides 

Item Unit Value 
Mining 

 
  

Average yearly ore mined kt 2,186 
Average TREO grade mined % 1.19 
Average yearly waste mined kt 3,667 
Average strip ratio (waste:ore) 

 
1.68 

Processing 
 

  
Average yearly flotation plant feed kt 1,000.8 
Average plant feed TREO grade % 1.50 
Flotation TREO concentrate grade % 15.05 
Average TREO recovery to concentrate % 74.10 
Average yearly flotation concentrate feed to 
hydrometallurgical plant 

kt 74.06 

Average NdPr oxide hydrometallurgical recovery to 
carbonate 

% 85.3 

Average Ce oxide hydrometallurgical recovery to carbonate % 20.9 
Average yearly TREOs in carbonate product t 5,954 
Average carbonate TREO grade % 55 
Average yearly carbonate production (dry basis) t 10,826 

 1 First 5 years refers to the 60 months from start of processing in September 2025. Mining excludes first 5 months of mined and stockpiled ore prior to start of processing 
(819,437 tonnes at 1.00% TREO)
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Strongly Geared to Magnet REEs

95% of revenue attributable to rare earths used in high growth 
permanent magnet sector – critical raw materials for EV growth

Mixed rare earth carbonate split by value

Neodymium  Praseodymium Dysprosium Terbium

Neodymium
65%

Praseodymium
19%

Dysprosium
5%

Terbium
6%
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Continuity of senior management since project inception means longstanding relationships 
with Government and local communities

Premier African rare earths mineral province 

Infrastructure investment unlocking mineral potential

Malawi – Favourable Jurisdiction

Supportive Government in emerging mining destination 

USA / UK  Govt visit 2021

Minister of Mines visit 2022 
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Excellent Access to Infrastructure

Beneficiation, hydromet and 
acid plants to be located in 
Malawi

Production of purified, high 
grade, mixed rare earth 
carbonate product

Product export and reagent 
import via rail and road

Major commercial centre, 
Blantyre, with rail head and 
international airport just two 
hours from site

Power cogenerated from 
sulphuric acid plant, 
supplemented with grid
and solar
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Mkango in the Community 

Before - An unhappy classroom

boNGO Worldwide partnership

Happy Classrooms project

Enhancing 3 local primary schools

24 classrooms painted with school 
syllabus

Scholarships and Food Programme

Secondary education fees paid for the 
top 6 students from 3 local primary 
schools – 31 students to date

Local Community Infrastructure 
projects

Seven water boreholes & pumps 
installed, & twelve maintained quarterly 
in the local area

Bridge construction & extensive road 
refurbishment

After - A happy classroom after renovation 
& painting syllabus on the classroom wall 

Water Pump Mphembezu New Bridge Constructed 

Sustainable development and corporate social responsibility –
integral to Mkango’s vision
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Rationale for Separation Plant

42%

MaginitoMkango 
Polska

Mkango RE 
UK

80%

SCREAM 
Recycling

REEsilience
Recycling

Pulawy
Separation

Recycle

Lancaster 
Exploration

MKA 
Exploration

Songwe 
Project

Malawi 
Exploration

Mine Refine

Upstream Downstream

100%100%1 100%

1. Under the Mines and Minerals Act of Malawi, the Government of Malawi is entitled to a 10% free carried interest in the Songwe project.

Nkalonje (REE)
Mchinji (rutile) 
Thambani (U)
Chimimbe (Ni) 

The Pulawy separation plant in Poland will process purified mixed rare earth carbonate 
produced by the Songwe Hill Rare Earths Project in Malawi generating the following benefits:

o Higher value-added products with increased margins
o Greater integration and synergies
o Increased marketing flexibility
o Catalyst for regional growth and the green transition
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Pulawy Separation Project, Poland
Opportunity to create a European Rare 
Earths Hub at Pulawy in Poland underpinned 
by sustainably sourced mixed rare earth 
carbonate from Mkango’s project in Malawi

Background
 Site visit & initial due diligence Jan 2020
 Initial scoping study (opex +/- 10%, capex +/- 30%) 

completed by Carester June 2020, updated Jan 2021
 MoU & exclusivity signed with Grupa Azoty Pulawy

July 2020
 Confirmatory due diligence completed March 2021
 Lease option agreement signed June 2021 
 Next Steps – completion of Feasibility Study

Competitive advantages
o Excellent infrastructure
o Reagents and utilities on site
o Located in Special Economic Zone

Strategically located in Central Europe strengthening global supply chains

Production based on studies to date
o Nd2O3 805 t/y
o Pr6O11 212 t/y
o Pr6O11 + Nd2O3 1,018 t/y
o (SEGH)2(CO3)3 930t/y
o LaCe(CO3)3 9,670t/y

Site located adjacent to a largescale fertiliser 
and chemicals plant owned by Grupa Azoty
Pulawy, EU’s second largest manufacturer of 
nitrogen fertilisers and leading chemicals 
company in Poland
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Proposed Site for Separation Plant

• Nitric acid, ammonia & outlet 
for ammonium nitrate by-
product

• High, medium and low voltage 
power network, natural gas and
process steam network

• Water supply system, sewerage, 
waste water treatment plants

• Freight siding – internal railway 
of 60 km length enables fast 
transportation of raw materials 
and products

• Electronic-operated 
weighbridge for trucks and 
trains 

• Easy connections with the 
national roads S12 & S17 
network

• Unlimited access to broadband 
internet as well as access to 
telecommunication network

• 8 hectare site located next to Pulawy Fertiliser and 
Chemicals Plant with access to road, rail, reagents, 
by-product customer and utilities

• Subject to Pulawy DFS, targeting opex <US$3/kg 
TREO in MREC, based on Songwe production mix, 
and capex of US$120m
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Integrated Mine, Refine, Recycle Strategy

42%

MaginitoMkango 
Polska

Mkango RE 
UK

80%

SCREAM 
Recycling

REEsilience
Recycling

Pulawy
Separation

Recycle

Long loop 
magnet 
recycling via 
chemical route

Tyseley pilot 
plant – 2022/23

Short loop 
magnet 
recycling in UK 
& Germany

UoB pilot 
plant – 2022
Tyseley demo 
plant - 2023

Lancaster 
Exploration

MKA 
Exploration

Songwe 
Project

Malawi 
Exploration

Mine Refine

Upstream Downstream

100%100%1 100%

1. Under the Mines and Minerals Act of Malawi, the Government of Malawi is entitled to a 10% free carried interest in the Songwe project.

Nkalonje (REE)
Mchinji (rutile) 
Thambani (U)
Chimimbe (Ni) 
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HyProMag NdFeB Magnet Recycling 
In Jan 2020, invested £500 k in HyProMag for 41.6 % interest with 
£0.8m option to increase to 49% - Hypromag hold 80% of HyProMag
Gmbh run by SusmagPro leader, Prof Carlo Bukhardt (20%)
Patented process licenced from University of Birmingham to 
extract and demagnetise NdFeB magnets embedded in scrap 
using hydrogen (HPMS process)

Grant Funded Projects – HyProMag, University of Birmingham and Mkango Rare Earths UK 

SusmagPro Project – sustainable recovery, reprocessing and 
reuse of rare earth magnets in a European circular economy

€14m project with 19 partners across 
the supply chain

RaRE Project - establishing an end-to-end supply chain to 
incorporate recycled rare earth magnets into EVs

£2.6m project with Bentley Motors, 
Unipart, AEMR, ILS

REAP Project - recycling rare earth magnets from speakers used 
in automotive and electronics applications

£0.3m project with European Metal 
Recycling (EMR) – completed Sept 2021

SCREAM Project – scrap processing pilot plants, HPMS, 
remelting, strip casting, chem processing, magnet production

£3.4m project with Mkango Rare Earths 
UK, B&W, EMR, GKN, Jaguar Land Rover

REEsilience Project – creating a more robust supply chain 
integrating primary & secondary sources, magnet pilot plants

€14m project with 22 partners across 
the supply chain

First right to supply primary sourced rare earths to HyProMag for 
blending with recycled NdFeB powder
Offtake and marketing rights for NdFeB powder not suitable for 
short loop recycling  produced by HyProMag
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Expanding Team and Partnerships

Prof Rex Harris
Emeritus Professor

David Kennedy
Honorary Research Fellow

Dr John Speight
Honorary Research Fellow

Mr Nick Mann
Hypromag Operations General 

Manager 

Mr Rob Arnold
HyProMag Metallurgist

Very strong technical expertise and industry experience with broad 
network of partnerships and excellent reputation

Prof Allan Walton
Head of the MMG

CoTec – Mkango Collaboration
- ESG focused company led 

by Julian Treger and Braam 
Jonker

- Total £3.5m investments 
into Maginito & Mkango

- Mkango UK restructured 
under Maginito

- Co-operation agreement 
for RE technologies in US 

Mr Will Dawes
CEO Mkango & Director 
HyProMag

HyProMag founded in 2018 by David Kennedy, John Speight, Allan Walton and the late Rex 
Harris to commercialise the Hydrogen Processing of Magnet Scrap (HPMS) process
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HPMS Overcomes Recycling Challenges

Products are not designed with 
recycling in mind

Current recycling processes are 
not suitable for NdFeB magnets 

HPMS extracts & demagnetises
embedded NdFeB magnets 

Hard disk drives Rotor from an automotive 
drive motor

Mobile phones

Shredded HDDs Shredded automotive motor 
– courtesy of AxionSource: University of Birmingham / HyProMag
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HPMS Enables NdFeB Extraction

Voice coil assembly 
extracted from hard drive

Voice coil assembly after HD 
process

Soft magnetic 
Fe casing

Hydrided 
NdFeB powder

Ni electroplate

Ni electroless plated 
voice coil magnet

US patent – No.13/169839

Source: University of Birmingham / HyProMag
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Scaled up HPMS Reactors

HPMS Reactor for UoB – 50 to 100kg per batch

Source: University of Birmingham / HyProMag

New Tyseley HPMS reactor will be 400kg per batch
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Phased Transfer of HyProMag to Tyseley
Energy Park, Birmingham

Phase 1
Phase 2

Phase 3 Phase 4
Phase 5

River Cole

Grand Union Canal

Hydrogen production 
for fuel cell buses

Energy Production

University land and new buildings

Waste handling site for Birmingham

Hypromag and Robotic 
disassembly line for electronics 
and motors. 

Source: University of Birmingham / HyProMag
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Mkango Rare Earths UK Ltd

Conventional NdFeB magnet 
recycling – chemical process
Mkango Rare Earths UK Ltd Conventi

HPMS Short Loop Magnet Recycling:
Route 1 – sintered magnet
Route 2 – HDDR powder
Route 3 – HD powder
Route 4 – alloy

Mkango Rare Earths UK to develop pilot facilities for chemical processing of end-of-life 
magnets and swarf at Tyseley Energy Park as part of SCREAM project to complement 
short loop magnet recycling being developed by HyProMag

Source: Susmagpro / University of Birmingham
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Mkango Summary

Feasibility study and full ESHIA completed for Songwe Hill Rare Earths project in Malawi – NPV US$559m, 
IRR 31.5%, Capex US$311m

Integrated ‘Mine, Refine, Recycle’ strategy to produce both primary and secondary rare earths

Significant potential to unlock additional value via integration with Pulawy separation project in Poland

Strategic interest in HyProMag, positioned to unlock the supply chain for rare earth magnet recycling 
with patented hydrogen process - currently developing plants in the UK & Germany with significant 
growth potential

Songwe Hill Project, Malawi 
(100%)
 Feasibility study complete
 Production of mixed rare 

earth carbonate

Mine Refine Recycle
Pulawy Separation plant, 
Poland (100%)
 Lease option signed with 

Grupa Azoty Pulawy
 Separated Nd/Pr oxides & 

Dy/Tb in SEGH carbonate

HyProMag, UK / Germany 
(42%)
 Significant IP & Knowhow
 NdFeB magnet recycler
 HD powder, rare earth 

alloys and magnets



www.mkango.ca @MkangoResources

Mkango Resources Ltd +44 (0)207 3722 744
William Dawes (CEO) will@mkango.ca

Alex Lemon (President) alex@mkango.ca

SP Angel +44 (0)20 3470 0470
Jeff Keating
Caroline Rowe

Alternative Resource Capital
Alex Wood, Keith Dowsing +44 (0)20 7186 9004/5

BlytheRay +44 (0)20 7138 3204

Tim Blythe
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